
CRIMINAL LAW EXAMINATION 
INSTRUCTOR: H. JOHNSON 
FALL 2015 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

..... ·······-·····--'Ihe.examJs.length:v •.. Take.note.ofthe.point-value.ofeach.~tion.when.budgeting ·········· 
your time. The basis of your analysis, unless otherwise specified, should be the Common 
Law and general American law, including statutes. Discuss, for contrast, differing 
positions, Massachusetts law and the Model Penal Code where possible. 

• IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ONLY. 

• TRY TO LIMIT YOUR EXAt'\llNATION ANSWER TO TWO BLUE BOOKS. IF 
YOU MUST EXCEED THIS LENGTH, YOU MAY. 

RELAX AND GOOD LUCK. 

INSTRUCTIONS BY SECTION: 

SECTION I: 20 POINTS 

ANSWER TWO QFFlf::1i. QUESTIONS. BE CONCISE. YOU MAY, IF YOU WISH, 
USE OUTLINE FORi\'1 WHERE APPROPRIATE TO ANSWER BUT DO NOT 
NEGLECT TO DISCUSS THE LAW Al'lD THE KEY FACTUAL POINTS AND TO 
CONCLUDE. 

SECTION II: 80 POINTS 

FOLLOW THE FACT PATTERN AND USE "IRAC" IN THIS CLASSIC ISSUE 
HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION. BE SURE TO ISOLATE THE PARTIES, 
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT THEY SURVIVE THE HYPOTHETICAL, 
IDENTIFY AND DEFINE THE POSSIBLE CRIMES AND ANALYZE AND 
CONCLUDE, APPLYING THE LAW TO THE FACTS. PLEASE DO NOT FORGET 
TO ADDRESS Al'lD EVALUATE ANY POSSIBLE DEFENSES. 
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SECTION I 

1. Fred, your client, is charged with Aggravated Battery. Fred, who is contemplating a plea, wants 

to know whether the crime is a felony or misdemeanor. 

How would that be determined under the Common law? 

- .... -·· . . ........ -.-.Whataruhe tests.ln.the.UnitedStates? .... . 

What is the test In Massachusetts? 

2. Sven tells Olaf that he needs to borrow Olafs umbrella, Sven says, because of a forecasted 

rainstorm. In fact, there is no rainstorm forecasted, but Sven thinks he will look grand 

promenading through the town common that afternoon with the umbrella. Sven gets the 

umbrella with the Intention of returning it at the end of his walk. 

During his promenade Sven decides to keep the umbrella, based on the number of 

admiring stares he has received on the common. Sven does keep it and is later charged with 

"larceny" of the umbrella. 

Will Sven be convicted? Why or why not? Under what theory does the analysis take 

place? 

3. False Phil knocks on Gullible Greta's apartment door. Greta asks, "Who is it?" Phil responds, 

"It's the Big Time Lottery. You've just won ten trillion dollars." Greta believes Phil and 

ecstatically opens the door despite the fact that she had not entered any contests. Phil then 

enters the apartment and holds the suitably shocked Greta at gunpoint while he cleans out her 

apartment of all her valuables. 

Phil is charged with "Burglary." Assume all of the other elements but the "Break" 

element have been determined to be satisfied. 

What is the deflnition(s) of break? Did Phil commit a "Break?" Why or why not? 

4. Detective Dill becomes aware that Oxbow suffers from an addiction to heroin. Detective Dill 

poses as a heroin dealer and approaches Oxbow as he is leaving the Greasy Spoon Diner. Dill 

offers to sell Oxbow heroin. Oxbow refuses. Every day for the next month Dill confronts Oxbow 

and offers to sell him heroin, saying such things as, "You know you miss it." On the thirtieth day 

Oxbow finally succumbs to temptation and buys the heroin. 

Oxbow is charged with Possession of Heroin, a statutory crime. What is the most 

obvious defense on the fact pattern? What are the two tests commonly used to 
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determine whether the defense will be successful in the United States? Will Oxbow 

succeed under each? Why or why not? 

5. Juniper steals the famous ostrich, Ollie, from the local franchise of "Ostriches are We" store. 

Juniper is arrested after an investigation by Inspector Jan. Ollie is recovered, unharmed. Juniper 

tells I an that he pilfered Ollie as the result of an arrangement with Grim, who is a well- known 

.... -.admirer-of.ostr.Jches,--4an-convinces-Juniper-to·go·throughwith-the-deHvery·of-Oflie·to6rim;stt···· · 

that Inspector lan can gain evidence against Grim. 

At the appointed time, in a darkened parking lot, pursuant to their agreement, Juniper 

meets Grim. Juniper is followed by Ollie, disguised in a trench coat and a stylish fedora. Just as 

Grim reaches out to grab Ollie, Inspector I an and other members of the Ostrich Rescue Squad 

swoop in and arrest Grim. 

SECTION II 

HYPOTHETICAL 

Grim Is charged with "Attempting To Receive Stolen Property: to wit: an ostrich." 

Grim raises the Defense of Impossibility. Discuss Impossibility in the context of Attempt. 

Analyze the points of view, the arguments and the conclusions. 

Mapleville, which is located in the hills and forests of the state of Catatonia, the fifty-first state 

in the Union, is unique. It Is a farm town with not much of a common, few stores, no banks, and one 

small diner. The fields once graced by livestock have returned to their forested states, divided by stone 

walls that tell of past herds and crops which are no more. 

But, do not despair. Mapleville is world renown for the quality of its maple syrup. Each year, as 

Winter takes its final bows and Spring prepares to take the stage, the woods come alive with red flannel 

wearing hoards banging holes in helpless trees, which render sap for boiling and ultimately the 

production of maple syrup, that magical liquid that turns the worst pancake into a gourmet delight. 

The most honored producer of the dark liquid is Farmer Filbert. Farmer Filbert has won 

numerous International Gold Medals for his syrup. Filbert's Farm borders on the small town common. 

It is surrounded by those old stone walls and his land is covered in maples. It seems quite peaceful. Ah, 

but like many small towns, all is not what it seems. 

Filbert's exact method of production of the syrup is a well-kept secret. It is commonly believed 

that Filbert keeps the details of the process on a small card in his wall safe in his study. 

Rocky is Farmer Fil's next-door neighbor. Rocky also maintains a maple producing operation but 

it is only a small fraction as successful as Filbert's. As the seasons begin to change, Rocky holds a 
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meeting with his friends, Norman, Andrew and Edward. As the four sit around the kitchen table a plan is 

hatched. Rocky says, "That dam Fil is a pain in the neck. We can't ever beat his syrup. We have to do 

something." Norman says, "We need to know what that card says." Rocky slowly nods his head and 

smiles. Andrew says, "I don't know." Edward, who had been sipping hard alcoholic cider, nods 

vigorously and then passes out on the table. 

The following day, Edward, recovered, sneaks onto Fil's Farm in front of a "Keep Out" sign. 

Edward taps one of Fil's maple trees. Edward hangs a bucket below the tap and the sap slowly begins 

·to·arrplntor£:-··~:crwaratllfnl<s .. tne.secretoHif'~isuCcess·m-avl>·e·rn·ihesap·itseif.ECiwarcfleaves;·a-,;·CiTaier 
returns to find a good quantity of sap in the bucket. Edward removes the bucket with the sap and goes 

to his own sugar house and boils the sap, the embers from the fire mixing with the nighttime stars. 

Meanwhile, Andrew visits the local Mapleville Hardware Store. Andrew selects a large 

screwdriver from the rack and approaches Clem, the cashier. Andrew removes a check from his pocket. 

The check is drawn on an account belonging to Andrew's mother, Mother Andie. It has a signature on it. 

Andrew fills in the amount for the screwdriver and hands the check to Clem. In fact, Andrew had taken 

the check without Mother Andie's knowledge and written her name on the signature line. Clem hands 

Andrew a bag, with the screwdriver in it, and the receipt. Mother Andie later learns of Andrew's 

duplicity and she forgives him and says, "You have my blessing to buy the screwdriver." The check 

clears. 

As night falls, Rocky and Norman make their move. Rocky and Norman climb the stone wall in 

front of Fil's Farmhouse. Rocky approaches the front door. Rocky says, "Norman, you wait outside and 

listen for any police sirens." Norman does. Rocky then notices an ornamental glass panel beside the 

front door, the kind that are sometimes on old houses on both sides of the door, which is broken. Rocky 

slides through the opening dislodging a few of the remaining glass fragments. 

Rocky makes for the study. Rocky finds the wall safe, which is locked. He tries to open it with 

the screwdriver, which he had gotten from Andrew, but cannot. Rocky removes a small piece of plastic 

explosive which he had earlier obtained from Clatter, a local tough, on the Common. Clatter said at the 

time, "Don't ask how I came by this and I won't ask you what you're going to use it for." Money 

changed hands. In fact, the explosive was stolen from the nearby Mapleville National Guard Center. 

Rocky had read about the theft in the paper, but did not actually know what was stolen and whether 

this plastic explosive was part of the thief s haul. 

Rocky sets the explosive, which, on detonation, blows open the safe and sets the drapes on fire. 

Rocky is able to extinguish the fire on the drapes. Rocky reaches into the safe and removes the card. 

Rocky puts the card in his pocket. 

Rocky leaves the Filbert place, breaking a window to climb out, and Norman and Rocky jump 

into Norman's car which Is parked nearby. Norman driving, the car speeds away. Unfortunately, just as 

the car speeds over Main Street, Bumbling Bertha walks directly into the roadway and in front of the 

car. Norman runs her over. Norman approaches the prone Bertha. Suddenly Bertha rises from the 

pavement and swings her large heavy pocketbook, striking Norman in the head. Norman, temporarily 
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dazed, responds by pulling his pocket knife, from of all places his pocket, and stabs Bertha in the upper 

arm area. Bertha again falls to the pavement. Norman jumps back in the car and speeds away leaving 

Bertha in the street, though he knows Main Street is very busy that night because of the Mapleville 

Square Dance. 

At that instant, Bertha's sworn enemy, Cappy, spots the conscious but injured Bertha, who is 

unable to move from the pavement. Bertha exclaims, "Cappy, help me!" Cappy does nothing, as he 

sees a large tractor-trailer truck approaching Bertha's position. The truck runs over Bertha, killing her. 

----·rneTrucrar:;ver::-tr:rp;-e-meriesJiom-tfie-iruacaistrauillE' tie i!>J)rozlct1e5-car>ilv·wilo-is-sianCiiil8-over----·--· ·· 
Bertha's body, laughing. Trip shouts, ''What's so funny?" Cappy says, "I could have stopped you but I'm 

glad you ran over that jerk Bertha." 

Trip, incensed, returns to his truck, about a hundred feet away, grabs a tire iron and returns. 

Trip chases Cappy and strikes him repeatedly on the head with the tire iron, exclaiming, "You made me 

kill Bertha. She was my mother." Cappy dies as a result of the blows. 

Meanwhile Filbert is finishing his last drink at the Birch Bark Bar. Filbert spies his old girlfriend, 

Hilda, at a nearby table. Hilda is very intoxicated. Filbert sits down and speaks to Hilda. After a period 

of the most nauseating flattery on Filbert's part, Hilda agrees to accompany Filbert back to his house. 

Filbert assists Hilda from his car. The two enter the house, without noticing any of the damage. They 

immediately retire to the bedroom. There, Filbert removes Hilda's pants. Hilda says, "Just like old 

times." Filbert climbs on the bed, after removing his pants. At that instant, Hilda passes out from 

intoxication. Filbert moves towards Hilda and, just as he does, the large chandelier, hanging above the 

bed in the old farmhouse, falls from the ceiling and strikes Filbert in the head, rendering him 

unconscious. Hilda would later say that she did not consent to intercourse. Filbert thought she had. 

Filbert, sometime later in the night, now recovered from the dropping chandelier, hears a loud 

noise. Filbert rises from the bed and grabs his nearby Samurai sword and heads downstairs in the 

direction of the noise. There Fil is confronted by Meek Marvin. Marvin, who had walked through the 

front door which Fil had left open in his haste, says, quietly, "I hate you, Fil." Marvin throws a gumdrop 

at Fil striking him in the ear. Fil then swings his Samurai sword, severing Marvin's right hand. Marvin, 

who is left handed, pulls a handgun, for which he has no license, from his belt and shoots Fil between 

the eyes. 

Fil is taken to The Count D Hospital and is placed under the care of Dr. Fangs. Dr. Fangs' heroic 

efforts in the operating room save Filbert's life. Ironically, Dr. Fangs had his medical license revoked 

some weeks earlier for misconduct. 

At that moment, Norman and Rocky are regrouping at Edward's house. Edward hides the card 

taken from Fil's house under his bed. Edward says, "I'm glad you broke into Fll's place. Now we have 

the method. The syrup isn't of such a high quality because of the sap. I checked." 

Meek Marvin, when confronted with the shooting of Filbert says, "I was instructed to shoot that 

jerk Fll by my pet iguana, lngmar. That's why I brought my gun. I always do what lngmar tells me. 1 knew 

it was wrong, but I couldn't stop myself. Anyway, Fll cut my hand off." 
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CRIMINAL LAW EXAMINATION 
INSTRUCTOR: H. JOHNSON 
FALL 2014 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The exam is lengthy. Take note of the point value of each section when 
budgeting your time. The basis of your analysis, unless otherwise specified, should 
be the common law and general American law, including statutes. Discuss, for 
contrast, differing positions, Massachusetts law and the Model Penal Code where 
possible. 

• IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
ONLY. 

• TRY TO LIMIT YOUR EXAMINATION ANSWER TO TWO BLUE 
BOOKS. IF YOU MUST EXCEED THIS LENGTH, YOU MAY. 

RELAX AND GOOD LUCK. 

INSTRUCTIONS BY SECTION: 

SECTION 1: 21 POINTS 

ANSWER THREE OF FIVE QUESTIONS. BE CONCISE. YOU MAY, IF YOU 
WISH, USE OUTLINE FORM WHERE APPROPRIATE TO ANSWER BUT DO 
NOT NEGLECT TO DISCUSS THE LAW AND THE KEY FACTUAL POINTS 
AND TO CONCLUDE. 

SECTION II: 79 POINTS 

FOLLOW THE FACT PATTERN AND USE "IRAC" IN THIS CLASSIC ISSUE 
HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION. BE SURE TO ISOLATE THE PARTIES, 
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REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT THEY SURVIVE THE 
HYPOTHETICAL, IDENTIFY AND DEFINE THE POSSIBLE CRIMES AND 
ANALYZE AND CONCLUDE, APPLYING THE LAW TO THE FACTS. 
PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO ADDRESS AND EVALUATE ANY POSSIBLE 
DEFENSES. 

SECTION I 

1. Fanner Phil has been prosperous. He has built a new farmhouse beside his 
old farmhouse. Phil has yet to move into the new farmhouse with his family. 
Belle, a local troublemaker, opens the door of the new farmhouse and walks 
in. Belle observes the house to be empty and leaves. Belle crosses the street 
in front of the two houses. Once across the street, she opens a closed window 
and climbs into the bam, which is also owned by Fanner Phil. Belle takes a 
bag of feed for her goat and exits the bam. 

Belle is charged with two counts of Common Law Burglary. Belle, 
through her attorney, contests the charges on the "Dwelling" element. Will 
she succeed? Why or why not? 

2. Mildred is mowing her lawn. She loses control of her gasoline-powered 
mower, which, unbeknownst to Mildred and without fault on her part, is 
defective. The mower plows through a picket fence and runs over Mildred's 
neighbor, Bob, as he is tending his garden. 

Mildred approaches Bob and observes his leg to be partially severed .. 
Mildred, who had a longstanding feud with Bob, takes no action though she 
has a cell phone in her pocket and could easily call emergency medical 
personnel. Bob bleeds to death. 

Mildred is charged with Involuntary Manslaughter on a "Recklessness" 
theory, in accordance with the terminology in the jurisdiction. Will she be 
convicted? Why or why not? 

3. Marcus dislikes Ari, a well-known artist. Marcus approaches Ari in the street. 
Marcus throws a small hatchet at Ari' s left ann, his painting ann. Marcus 
intends to disable Ari and prevent his further pursuit of his career. Ari is 
struck in the left leg and survives. 

Marcus is charged with, among other things, "Attempted Murder." 
Will he be convicted of Attempted Murder? Why or why not? 

4. Butler sells illegal drugs for a living. Oxnard meets Butler and Butler 
ostensibly agrees to meet Oxnard in Central Park at an appointed time and 
there to sell Oxnard heroin. 
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Butler duly meets Oxnard and reaches into his pocket and produces the 
heroin. Oxnard, who, unbeknownst to Butler, is an undercover police 
detective, promptly places Butler under arrest. 

Butler is charged with "Conspiracy To Violate the Drug Laws," i.e. by 
agreeing to sell heroin. Will Butler be convicted? At Common Law? Under 
Massachusetts Law? Under the Model Penal Code? Why or why not? 

5. Del is a vindictive person. Del visits his ex-girlfriend Daisy and their son, 
Dill, who is an infant. Del grabs a large glass-shaded lamp and throws it at 
Daisy, missing her. Del then picks up a knife and exclaims, "Daisy, Dill's 
next!" Del throws the knife over Dill's crib. Dill is asleep. Del intentionally 
misses little Dill. Del's intention is simply to upset Daisy. 

SECTION II 

Del is charged with the following statutory crimes: 

a. Assault By Means of a Dangerous Weapon (Lamp) on Daisy. 
b. Assault by Means of a Dangerous Weapon (Knife) on Dill. 

Will he be convicted? Why or why not?* 

*Though the statute provides an enhanced penalty for the use 
of a weapon, the common law definition(s) of assault is 
applicable. 

Art, it seems, is most often purchased not so much for its beauty as for the status 
it confers on the often talentless buyer. Members of"high society," and those that aspire 
to it, plunk down lavish amounts of cash for paintings to hang in their homes to impress 
their friends and enemies. Many would not know a Picasso if it jumped up and bit them 
on the ear. 

The Gallery of Discernment [hereinafter the G.D.] which is located in the 
fashionable district of Blabberville City in the state of Amnesia, the fifty-first state in the 
Union, has tapped into that affluent but ignorant market quite nicely. 

Abner is the principal owner. On the advice of his attorney he "incorporated" the 
business as "G.D., Inc." Abner is the president and treasurer, as well as the sole 
shareholder and member of the Board of Trustees. 

G.D., Inc. employs Babbles, Chatters and Dribbles as sales associates, who, in 
ridiculously formal attire, cater to the absurd whims of the clientele in the hopes of 
unloading expensive artwork, some of which is of questionable authenticity. 

Just before the 9:00A.M. opening time the employees confer in the break room. 
Babbles says, "Look, Abner told me that he thinks the Blabberville Police Art Squad is 
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onto us. The guy who forges the paintings, Easel, told him that's what he heard. We've 
got to unload that fake Renbroom." Chatters responds, "Ms. Nosey is due in at nine. She 
hasn't got a brain in her head and is loaded. She'll buy anything." Dribbles says nothing. 

Promptly at 9:00A.M. Ms. Nosey arrives, dripping in jewelry, with her chauffer 
in tow. Chatters approaches Ms. Nosey and exclaims, "Ms. Nosey. You look 
'maaahvellous.' Look at what we have come into possession of. It is a genuine 
Renbroom, according to our expert, Freddie Fastidious. We are selling it for one million. 
It would look lovely in your mansion. Think of how envious your friends will be!" 
Dribbles stands by during the sales pitch, smiling and nodding. Of course, no 
conversation about authenticity ever took place with Freddie Fastidious. 

Ms. Nosey bites. She sends her driver to retrieve the one-million cash from the 
bank. On his return, Ms. Nosey gives Chatters the one-million in cash. Chatters places 
$950,000 into the safe and puts $50,000 into his large pocket.* Ms. Nosey leaves the 
store, elated, with the "Renbroom." 

Abner is unaware ofthe $50,000 discrepancy. 
Abner approaches Babbles. Abner hands Babbles a painting by the noted artist 

Pillbox. The Pillbox is genuine and worth about $10,000 dollars. Abner says, "Babbles, 
please deliver this painting to our customer, Woodwind. He bought it from me 
yesterday." Babbles nods and takes the Pillbox. About halfway to Woodwind's house, 
Babbles changes his mind. Babbles considers his part in the Renbroom caper and decides 
it may be time to get out of town. Then and there Babbles decides to take the painting 
and sell it for cash. Babbles goes to Pete's Pawnshop. There Babbles says to Pete, "Pete, 
will you give me three grand for this Pillbox." Pete replies, "Babbs, that's a good deal. 
Is this thing stolen?" Babbles says, "You don't want to know." Pete pays Babbles the 
requested three thousand and takes the painting. 

At the end of the day, Abner closes the gallery and retires to his apartment, which 
is on the floor above the G.D. 

Ms. Nosey shows the "Renbroom" to her husband, Mr. Nosey. Mr. Nosey, who 
unfortunately is a Renbroom expert, immediately recognizes the painting as a fake. Mr. 
Nosey, as the sun is setting, leaves his house with a handgun tucked into his waistband. 
About twenty minutes later, Mr. Nosey arrives at the G.D. Mr. Nosey approaches the 
G.D. carrying a boathook, a long pole with a hook on the end of it, which Mr. Nosey uses 
in his yachting hobby. Mr. Nosey breaks the window with the butt end of his gun. Mr. 
Nosey spots a police officer approaching his position. He hides in the bushes for about 
twenty minutes. 

Mr. Nosey returns to the broken window and, using the boathook, reaches into the 
window and drags the floor safe to him. Mr. Nosey pulls the safe through the window 
using the boathook. Once the surprisingly unlocked safe is outside, Mr. Nosey opens it 
and takes out the nine-hundred and fifty thousand dollars. He leaves other items of 
jewelry in the safe. Mr. Nosey counts the money and exclaims, "Fifty grand! I'll kill that 
Abner!" 

Mr. Nosey climbs in the broken window and runs for the stairway which leads to 
Abner's apartment. There he is confronted by Lex, the security guard. Lex, ineptly, 
draws his gun and fires at Mr. Nosey. The bullet ricochets and strikes Lil, another 
security guard. Lil falls gravely wounded. Mr. Nosey punches Lex in the face. Lex falls 
and suffers a concussion when he strikes his head on a radiator. Lex rises and runs out of 
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the G.D., firing his gun wildly. Lex shoots Olaf, a homeless person, who is sleeping on 
the sidewalk, killing him. Another homeless person, Oscar, approaches Olaf s body and 
takes his wallet from his pocket. The wallet contains five dollars. 

Mr. Nosey forces the door of Abner's apartment open. Abner, upon hearing the 
commotion outside his apartment and fearing for his life, had set his trap gun to go off on 
the opening of the door. The .22 caliber gun discharges. The bullet misses Mr. Nosey 
and strikes Lil, inflicting a second grave wound upon her. 

Mr. Nosey enters Abner's Apartment. Mr. Nosey pulls his gun and Abner, an 
expert in the ancient martial art of Kung Fu, rains life-threatening kicks and punches on 
Mr. Nosey. Mr. Nosey runs as far away as he can, back to the top of the stairway, and 
then turns and fires, striking Abner in the head. Abner falls, gravely wounded. 

Mr. Nosey flees. He is confronted by Duke outside the store. Duke had become 
aware that Mr. Nosey was conducting a love affair with his wife, Deb. Duke exclaims, 
"You cad!" Duke fires his gun, which he had purchased just for this purpose earlier in 
the day. The bullet strikes Penny who is walking down the street and kills her. 

At that moment, Dribbles slips into the G.D. and grabs a painting he believes to 
be a copy of an original Moonet. Dribbles believes it to be of negligible value. In fact, it 
is worth more than twenty-five thousand dollars. Dribbles flees with the painting. 
Dribbles, who suffers from mental illness, gets cold feet and decides he does not want to 
go through with it and discards the Moonet on the side of the street about one-hundred 
yards from the G.D. 

Finally, the Blabberville Police Department arrives. Abner is taken to Helpus 
Hospital for treatment of his gunshot wound. There he is placed in the care of Dr. Vlad. 
Dr. Vlad enters the operating room, highly intoxicated. Nurse Lugwrench observes Dr. 
Vlad's condition but says nothing. Dr. Vlad's hand slips while extracting the bullet. 
Regrettably, the scalpel slits Abner's throat, killing him. 

Lil dies. The medical examiner opines that the manner of death was homicide 
and that either of the two gunshot wounds would have been fatal. 

Dribbles, whose wife, Derry, had hidden him in the cellar, is finally apprehended. 
He exclaims at the time of his arrest, "I always liked that painting. The clown in the 
painting next to it told me I should take it so I did." 

*A statute exists in Amnesia establishing that items taken in the course of the "theft" 
crimes reach the felony level if valued at $1,000 or more. Do not neglect, however, to 
discuss common law, general United States law, Massachusetts law and the M.P.C., if 
possible, in this regard. 

**Please remember to discuss issues regarding individual parties who do not survive the 
hypothetical. 
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CRIMINAL LAW EXAMINATION 
INSTRUCTOR: H. JOHNSON 
FALL2013 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The exam is lengthy. Take note of the point value of each section when 
budgeting your time. The basis of your analysis, unless otherwise specified, should 
be the common law and geu~ral Ameri~ law, incl11d.ing stattdes. Disc11ss, for 
contrast, differing positions, Massachusetts law and the Model Penal Code where 
possible. 

• IDENTIFY YOURSELF BY STUDENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
ONLY. 

• TRY TO LIMIT YOUR EXAMINATION ANSWER TO TWO BLUE 
BOOKS. IF YOU MUST EXCEED TIDS LENGTH, YOU MAY. 

RELAX AND GOOD LUCK. 

INSTRUCTIONS BY SECTION: 

SECTION I: 20 POINTS 

ANSWER TWO OF FOUR QUESTIONS. BE CONCISE. YOU MAY, IF YOU 
WISH, USE OUTLINE FORM WHERE APPROPRIATE TO ANSWER BUT DO 
NOT NEGLECT TO DISCUSS THE LAW AND THE KEY FACTUAL POINTS 
AND TO CONCLUDE. 

SECTION II: 80 POINTS 

FOLLOW THE FACT PATTERN AND USE "IRAC" IN TIDS CLASSIC ISSUE 
HYPOTHETICAL QUESTION. BE SURE TO ISOLATE THE PARTIES, 
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT THEY SURVIVE THE 
HYPOTHETICAL, IDENTIFY AND DEFINE THE POSSIBLE CRIMES AND 
ANALYZE AND CONCLUDE, APPLYING THE LAW TO THE FACTS. 
PLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO ADDRESS AND EVALUATE ANY POSSIBLE 
DEFENSES. 
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SECTION I 

1. Guthrum has kicked his cocaine habit. Officer Babbles, who is acting undercover, 
posing as a cocaine dealer, approaches Guthrurn. Babbles says, "Guth, I got some really 
good cocaine here. I'll give it to you to try for nothing." Guthrurn declines. Babbles 
then waves a packet of cocaine under Guthrurn's nose and Guthrurn snatches the packet 
and inhales the cocaine. Officer Babbles immediately arrests Guthrurn for possession of 
cocaine. 

What would be the obvious possible defense for Guthrum? Define it. 
What are tlie applicable tests? Define them. 
Will Guthrum be successful? Why or why not? 

2. Junior spies his neighbor Cal's sports car. The keys are in the car and th~ door is 
opened. Junior decides to take Cal's car for a ride. Junior drives Cal's car around town 
and leaves it in a downtown parking lot. He takes the bus horne. Junior is arrested and 
charged with larceny of the car. 

Will Junior be convicted? Why or why not? 
Is there an additional common statutory crime, generally, with which Junior could 

be charged? 

3. What is the "Breaking in Bulk Doctrine?" Where does or did it come into play? 

4. Alcock despises Lindy. Alcock decides to kill Lindy. Alcock drives his car around 
town looking for Lindy. Alcock does not fmd Lindy. Alcock is charged with attempted 
murder. 

Defme attempt. Describe it in the context of attempted murder. 
Will Alcock be convicted? Why or why not? 

SECTION II 

The Big Big Train Station, hereinafter "BBTS", is the centerpiece of urban 
redevelopment in Click Clack City which is located in the state of Bliss, the fifty-first 
state in the Union. The BBTS has been ornately restored, at great taxpayer expense, to its 
former grandeur of a time when trains moved the wealthy in the very best of styles. 
In a throw-back to that golden era, the East-West Limited, hereinafter "EWL", stearns in 
late each afternoon carrying the great and the good in opulent Victorian style for which 
passengers pay through the nose. 

The BBTS is run by a corporation, BBT, Inc. The Board of Directors is 
composed of Mel, the President and Chief Executive Officer, Merv, the Chief Financial 
Officer and Minny, the Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer. High above the train 
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tracks, the Board is meeting. Mel, over morning tea, says, "Listen, you two! We need 
more money. This old dump takes a lot to keep it going. Minny, put together a grant 
application for Click Clack City. Say we have seven thousand passengers a day. Forget 
about the recent study that says we have only three thousand." Minny swallows hard and 
nods in the affirmative. Merv, the C.F.O., says nothing, but grins and looks to the sky. 
The meeting ends. 

Minny returns to her office and takes the grant forms from the drawer before 
lunch. She then leaves to get a strong drink in the Click Clack Pub. 

As noon approaches, pedestrian traffic picks up in the station. Grip, Grab and 
Glom, who had just gotten out of t11e same cab, are walking together among the others in 
the BBTS. Grip and Grab, who are in no way associated with the railroad busi!less, are · 
dressed in old fashioned train conductor costumes. Glom is in civilian clothing. All 
three have been on social media communicating to those who monitor such things that 
they intend to "spontaneously" break into a dance number at noon in the BBTS. Grip, 
Grab and Glom requested participants. The dance number is taken directly from the new 
Broadway hit, "Conductors in Love." 

At the strike of noon, a good half of all pedestrians in the BBTS break into a 
dreadful approximation of a dance number. As he high kicks, Stepper, one of the 
participants, accidentally kicks Jaws, a passerby, in the chin, breaking his jaw. Jaws rises 
from the floor and drawing a pocket knife, slashes at Stepper, unintentionally removing 
his eye. 

At that instant, two of the flash mob participants, Pete and Pest, begin randomly 
punching other pedestrians in an attempt to "win" by knocking them out with one punch. 
The two continue the "game" as they run from the building out onto the street. Pete 
strikes Softchin, who is terribly prone to head injury, and the blow immediately kills him. 

As the chaotic dance number continues, Glom walks into the branch of the Little 
Little Bank, which is located in the BBTS. Glom pulls a gun, which looks quite real but 
is actually a toy, and says to the teller, Telly, "Give me all the cash." Telly reaches into 
his cash drawer and pulls out his gun. Telly fumbles with the gun, for which he does not 
have a license, and it fires. Chops, a customer, is struck in the head and the bullet 
lodges in Chops' skull. Glom flees. 

Chops is placed in an ambulance which is driven by Anna, an alcoholic, who had 
been drinking Bloody Marys all morning. Despite many sincere attempts, Anna has not 
been able to cease drinking alcohol. En route to Slab Hospital, Anna drives the 
ambulance into a telephone pole. Chops' head strikes the wall of the ambulance and, as a 
result, the bullet dislodges and enters his brain. Chops dies. A later autopsy reveals that, 
with adequate medical treatment, Chops would have survived the bullet wound. 

Meanwhile Grip, seeing where things are going, flees. He jumps into a cab which 
is driven by Wheels. Grip breathlessly says, "Get me outta here!" Wheels, who. had 
heard about the flash mob and the robbery on the radio is suspicious, but says, "A fare's a 
fare." Wheels drives Grip to a nearby bus station. 

At that instant, Grab, also panicked, runs from the BBTS and out onto the railroad 
tracks. 

As things approximate a return to normality, the EWL, right on schedule for its 
sunset arrival, approaches the BBTS. The replica steam engine belches to a stop as the 
interior passengers finish their champagne and hors d'oeuvres. All seems well. Ah, but 
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appearances can be deceiving. Olaf and Greta, who are husband and wife, are in the 
dining car sipping the last of the champagne. Olaf and Greta occupy Cabin 819, which is 
luxuriously appointed in mahogany and is equipped with a closet, beds and a sink. 

As Greta and Olaf are fmishing their champagne, the conductor, Baton, sneaks 
down the aisle to Cabin 819. Baton breaks open the door, though he has a pass key to all 
cabins in his pocket .. Once inside, Baton opens the safe. He reaches in with a pair of 
pliers and extracts what he believes to be the famed Dope Diamond, which has been 
valued at over ten million dollars. Baton, who had been under great stress of late, then 
exclaims, "I'm a jackrabbit, I'm a jackrabbit! My feet are too long!" Baton then leaves 
the train and is approached by Detective Sharpeye. Sharpeye, who is in plain clothes, 
pulls a gun and points it at Baton. Baton, who is alone with Sharpey~ on the lengthy 
platform, exhibits great strength and picks up a large coal bin and strikes Detective 
Sharpeye on the head with it. The blow kills him. Baton is arrested almost immediately. 
Baton says, "Have you seen Halley's Comet? I think I lost it." 

The item which Baton believed to be the Dope Diamond is, in fact, a false copy 
worth only two-hundred dollars. Greta never traveled with the real Dope. 

Following a lengthy session at the bar car, Greta and Olaf return to Cabin 819. 
Greta, on the way back to the cabin, expresses a desire for intercourse to Olaf. On 
arrival, Greta, intoxicated, however, promptly passes out. Olaf, himself highly 
intoxicated, is unaware Greta is out. Olaf disrobes and engages in intercourse with Greta. 
Greta awakens, startled. Olaf tells Greta that he enjoyed the intercourse, of whiCh she 
was unaware. Greta, incensed, stabs Olaf in the stomach with a diamond studded letter 
opener. Olaf bleeds to death. Greta takes no steps to seek medical care for Olaf in the 
minutes before his death. 

The EWL is fmally prepared for its night departure. The engineer, Shifty, puts 
the train into motion and the EWL majestically leaves the station; Shifty observes, at 
some distance, Grab walking down the tracks. Shifty intensely dislikes Grab since 
learning of Grab's affair with Shifty's wife, Sherrie. Shifty accelerates the train's speed 
as the EWL approaches Grab in the hope that Grab will not be able to prevent himself 
being run over. Shifty's assistant engineer, Whalebone, knowing of the history, grabs 
Shifty's arm and attempts to slow the train. Shifty responds by striking Whalebone with 
a nearby wrench in the head. Whalebone swings wildly and strikes Shifty. Shifty is 
dazed, as is Whalebone. Shifty sits in a semi-conscious state in his engineer's chair as 
the train runs over and kills Grab. 

On reflection, Minny tells Mel and Merv she will not submit the request for a 
grant. Mel decides to do it on his own. 
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